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INTRODUCTION
Thank you for purchasing the VTech® Switch & Slide Tablet.
The Switch & Slide Tablet by VTech® has a colourful screen and sliding QWERTY 
keyboard for 2 fun ways to play – it can be played as a tablet as well as a laptop. It 
focuses on stimulating and expanding your imagination and creativity. It includes 80 
activities that cover letters, letter sounds, rhyming, syllables, vocabulary, maths, science, 
art, music, logic and more! Explore and learn together with the Puppy! Come on! Let’s go!

INCLUDED IN THIS PACKAGE
•	One	VTech® Switch & Slide Tablet
•	One	User’s	Manual

WARNING:
All packing materials, such as tape, plastic sheets, packaging locks and tags are not part 
of this toy, and should be discarded for your child’s safety.

Demo strip removal:
When the product is taken out of the packaging, please remove the demo strip from the 
unit to activate normal play mode.

NOTE: Please keep user’s manual as it contains important information.
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Unlock the packaging locks:

1. Rotate the packaging locks 90 degrees counterclockwise

2. Pull out the packaging lock

GETTING STARTED
POWER SOURCE
The Switch & Slide Tablet operates on 3 AA sized batteries (AM-3/LR6) or a VTech® 7.5V 
400mA or 9V 300mA adaptor (sold separately). The AA sized batteries included in the unit 
are for demo purposes only and are not long-life batteries.
Please remember to remove all batteries from the battery slot if you are using a 
power supply adaptor.

BATTERY INSTALLATION
1. Make sure the unit is OFF.
2. Locate the battery cover at the back of the unit.
3. Install 3 new AA Size (AM-3/LR6) batteries following 

the diagram inside the battery box. (The use of new 
alkaline batteries is recommended for maximum performance.)

4. Replace the battery cover.

BATTERY NOTICE
•	 Use	new	alkaline	batteries	for	maximum	performance.
•	 Use	only	batteries	of	the	same	or	equivalent	type	as	recommended.
•	 Do	not	mix	different	types	of	batteries:	alkaline,	standard	(carbon-zinc)	or	rechargeable	

(Ni-Cd, Ni-MH), or new and used batteries.
•	 Do	not	use	damaged	batteries.
•	 Insert	batteries	with	the	correct	polarity.
•	 Do	not	short-circuit	the	battery	terminals.
•	 Remove	exhausted	batteries	from	the	toy.	
•	 Remove	batteries	during	long	periods	of	non-use.	
•	 Do	not	dispose	of	batteries	in	fire.
•	 Do	not	charge	non-rechargeable	batteries.	
•	 Remove	rechargeable	batteries	from	the	toy	before	charging	(if	removable).	
•	 Rechargeable	batteries	are	only	to	be	charged	under	adult	supervision.

DISPOSAL OF BATTERIES AND PRODUCT
The crossed-out wheelie bin symbols on products and batteries, or on their 
respective packaging, indicates they must not be disposed of in domestic waste 
as they contain substances that can be damaging to the environment and human 
health.
The chemical symbols Hg, Cd or Pb, where marked, indicate that the battery 
contains more than the specified value of mercury (Hg), cadmium (Cd) or lead 
(Pb) set out in Battery Directive (2006/66/EC).
The solid bar indicates that the product was placed on the market after 13th 
August, 2005.
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Help protect the environment by disposing of your product or batteries responsibly. 
For	more	information,	please	visit:
www.recycle-more.co.uk
www.recyclenow.com

AC/DC ADAPTOR 
Use	a	VTech® adaptor (Not included, sold separately) or any other standard adaptor that 
complies with EN61558 DC 9V  300mA  centre-positive adaptor.

CONNECTING THE ADAPTOR
1. Make sure the unit is OFF.
2. Locate the adaptor jack on the top of the unit.
3. Insert the adaptor plug into the unit’s adaptor jack.
4. Plug the adaptor into a wall outlet.
5. Turn the unit ON.
NOTE: When the toy is not going to be in use for an extended period of time, unplug the 

adaptor.

ADAPTOR NOTICE
•	 The	toy	is	not	intended	for	use	by	children	under	3	years	old.
•	Only	use	the	recommended	adaptor	with	the	toy.
•	 The	adaptor	is	not	a	toy.
•	 Never	clean	a	plugged	in	toy	with	liquid.
•	 Never	use	more	than	1	adaptor.
•	 Do	not	leave	toy	or	adaptor	plugged	in	for	extended	periods	of	time.

NOTICE TO PARENTS
Regularly examine the adaptor, checking for damage to the cord, plug, transformer or 
other parts. Do not use the adaptor if there is any damage to it.

PRODUCT FEATURES
TWO WAYS TO PLAY
With	the	sliding	screen,	there	are	two	ways	to	play:	
Screen down: you can play most activities in this way;
Screen up: The keyboard can be accessed for activities needing letters and numbers.
Your VTech® Switch & Slide Tablet has a full numeric and QWERTY keyboard.
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1.  ON/OFF BUTTON  
Press this button to turn the unit ON and press it again to turn the unit OFF.

2.  27 APP BUTTONS
Press an app button to select an activity you want to play.

3.  ACTIVITY SELECTION
When the unit is turned on, you will see a short opening animation before entering the 
activity menu. Here, the activities will scroll through automatically. You can choose an 
activity	in	one	of	these	ways:
1) Press the enter button when you see an activity you like.
2)	 Use	 the	 cursor	 keys	 to	 scroll	 through	 the	 activities	 and	 press	 the	 enter	 button	 to	

confirm.
3) Press any of the app buttons directly. After that, the activities in the chosen app button 

area will scroll through automatically. Press the enter button to confirm an activity, or 
use the cursor keys to scroll through the activities and then press the enter button to 
confirm.

4.  HOME BUTTON  
Pressing this button at any time will take you back to the main menu starting from the 
first activity.

5.  LEVEL BUTTON  
Pressing the level button will pop up a level menu selection screen. There are 3 difficulty 
levels	to	choose	from:
Level 1 activities are for beginners. Its menu includes the activities that are categorised 
as beginner and the activities that are not categorised.
Level 2 activities are for explorers. Its menu includes the activities that are categorised as 
explorer and the activities that are not categorised.
Level 3 activities are for experts. Its menu includes the activities that are categorised as 
expert and the activities that are not categorised.

6.  ESC BUTTON    Esc

Press these buttons to to go back to the previous screen or exit from the current activity.

7.  VOLUME AND CONTRAST BUTTON  
To	adjust	the	volume,	press	this	button	and	a	pop-up	screen	will	appear.	Use	the	cursor	
keys to move the cursor bar to the right for higher volume and to the left for lower volume. 
Press this button again to adjust the screen contrast by the same method. There are 5 
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levels of volume and 3 levels of contrast for you to choose from. The lowest level will 
mute all sound.

8.  BACKGROUND MUSIC ON/OFF BUTTON  
Press this button to turn the background music on or off.

9.  26 LETTER BUTTONS
Press	 these	 buttons	 to	 learn	 or	 answer	 questions	 in	 letter-related	 activities.	 Also	 use	
these buttons to enter capital letters (by holding the shift button and pressing a letter 
button) in the activities My Calendar and My Blog.

10.  10 NUMBER BUTTONS
Press	these	buttons	to	learn	or	answer	questions	in	number-related	activities.	The	number	
buttons are also used for entering symbols (by holding the shift button and pressing a 
number button) in the activities My Calendar and My Blog.

11.  ENTER BUTTON
Press these buttons to to confirm your selection.

12.  4 CURSOR KEYS
Use	 these	 keys	 to	 cycle	 through	 choices	 to	 make	 a	
selection in the activities or in the main menu.

13.  DELETE BUTTON  Delete

Press this button to delete the input character after the cursor on screen in My Calendar. 
You can also press this button to delete your creations in My Creative Collection.

14.  BACKSPACE BUTTON  Backspace

Press this button to delete the input character before the cursor on the screen in My 
Calendar and My Blog.

15.  SPACE BUTTON  Space

Press this button to input a space in My Calendar and My Blog.

16.  SHIFT BUTTON  Shift

In My Calendar and My Blog, hold this button together with letter buttons to input the 
capital letters, and with other buttons that have orange printed symbols at the top of them 
to input the orange printed symbols.
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17.  HELP BUTTON  Help

Press	this	button	to	hear	an	instruction	or	question	repeated	or	to	see	a	hint.

18.  ANSWER BUTTON  Answer

Press	this	button	to	get	the	answer	of	a	question	in	some	activities.

19.  REPEAT BUTTON  Repeat

Press	this	button	to	hear	the	instruction	or	question	again.

20.  MY CREATIVE COLLECTION BUTTON  My Creative
Collection

Press this button to show the activity menu of the following activities. You can select one 
of them to review the creations you created in that activity.

A02 My	Aquarium	 A07 Crazy Creatures
A03 Magic Mirror A08 Crazy Dinosaurs
A04 Picture Painter A09 Theatre Night
A06 Crazy Animals A10 Magic Show

21.  PAINTS BUTTON  Paint

Press this button in the painting activities to hide and show the pallets. After hiding the 
pallet, you will be able to view the picture on the whole screen. Activities that can hide and 
show the painting pallets are Picture Painter and Theatre Night.

22.  FUN BUTTON  Fun

Pressing this button any time will play a funny animation of the puppy and then return 
back to the previous screen.

23.  AUTO-LEVELING FEATURE
In	some	activities,	after	answering	2	continuous	rounds	of	questions	correctly	or	scoring	
80-100 points in each round, it will auto-level up to the next level of difficulty. After 
completing 3 levels, you will see a rewarding animation and go back to the main menu.  
These	activities	include:

A20 Vowel Voyage A66 What's New?
A62 Sea Invader A67 Twins Hunter
A63 Complete the Pattern A69 Drum Mania
A64 Super Matching A70 Ball Collector
A65 Super Archer

24.  SCREEN SAVER
The screen saver animation will automatically activate after a few minutes of no input. 
Pressing any button will bring you back to the activities.

25.  AUTOMATIC SHUT-OFF
To preserve battery life the unit will automatically turn off after several minutes without 
input.
It can be turned on again by pressing the ON/OFF BUTTON.
The unit will also automatically turn off when the batteries are very low. A warning will be 
displayed on the screen as a reminder to change the batteries.
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ACTIVITIES
The VTech® Switch & Slide Tablet offers a total of 80 fun activities to play.

Category Name Apps Name Activity Index Activity Name

Creativity Studio

E-Pets 1 My Pets
2 My	Aquarium

Magic Mirror 3 Magic Mirror

Paintings 4 Picture Painter
5 Kaleidoscope Wonder

Crazy Animals
6 Crazy Animals
7 Crazy Creatures
8 Crazy Dinosaurs

Show Time 9 Theatre Night
10 Magic Show

Music Club
11 Music Explorer
12 Animal Concert
13 Music DJ

Language World

Letters & Phonics
14 Hot Air Balloon Journey
15 Letter Bubbles
16 Sound Surprise

Phonics Ship

17 Sound Ships Beginner
18 Sound Ships Explorer
19 Sound Ships Expert
20 Vowel Voyage
21 Letter Balls

Words
22 Word Maker Beginner
23 Word Maker Explorer
24 Word Maker Expert

Rhyming

25 Rhyme	Up
26 Rhyming Party Beginner
27 Rhyming Party Explorer

28 Rhyming Party Expert
29 Rhyming Fun

Syllables

30 Syllable Beginner
31 Syllable Explorer
32 Syllable Expert
33 Syllable Ship Beginner
34 Syllable Ship Explorer
35 Syllable Ship Expert

Spelling
36 Missing Letter Beginner
37 Missing Letter Explorer
38 Missing Letter Expert
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Maths Kingdom

Number Order
39 Number Order Beginner
40 Number Order Explorer
41 Number Order Expert

Add & Subtract
42 Maths Mania Beginner
43 Maths Mania Explorer
44 Maths Mania Expert

Maths Symbols
45 Maths Symbol Beginner
46 Maths Symbol Explorer
47 Maths Symbol Expert

Science Zone

Nature Sounds
48 Mystery Sound Beginner
49 Mystery Sound Explorer
50 Mystery Sound Expert

Animals

51 Animal Discovery
52 Animal Detective Beginner
53 Animal Detective Explorer
54 Animal Detective Expert
55 Animal Class

Life science
56 Recycle Expert
57 Weather Maker
58 Weather Forecast

Logic Land

Matching

59 Fishing Fun Beginner
60 Fishing Fun Explorer
61 Fishing Fun Expert
62 Sea Invader

Patterns 63 Complete the Pattern 

Memory
64 Super Matching
65 Super Archer
66 What's New?

Brain Booster

Speed Game
67 Twins Hunter 
68 Action Talent
69 Drum Mania

Sorting
70 Ball Collector
71 Odd One Out
72 What's Different?

Logic Order 73 Dancing Fun
74 Super Chef

My Tools

Social Tools 75 My Calendar
76 My Blog

Language Bar
77 E-Dictionary
78 My Translator
79 Language Club

My Collection 80 My Creative Collection
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Category 1: Creativity Studio
App 1. E-Pets
A01 My Pets
Have fun with the lovely puppy. Press the 4 cursor keys and enter button to select an item 
for the puppy.
A02 My Aquarium
Create	your	very	own	aquarium!	Fill	your	aquarium	with	different	fish	and	decorations!	If	
you want to add more fish or decorations, just press the enter button and you will be taken 
to the fish and decorations menu. There you can choose to add fish and decorations, to 
feed the fish, or remove fish and decorations you don’t want any more. Wow, that’s the 
coolest	aquarium	I’ve	ever	seen!

App 2. Magic Mirror
A03 Magic Mirror
Choose an animal and colour it in. Then press the cursor keys to select a distorting mirror 
and let the animal look into it. So much fun!

App 3. Paintings
A04 Picture Painter
Do you want to be a painter? After you choose a picture, paint it by selecting colours on 
the colour pallet and then press the enter button to confirm. When you’re done, press the 
enter button to watch your painting come to life!
A05. Kaleidoscope Wonder
Use	the	cursor	keys	and	the	enter	button	to	select	an	object	and	press	enter	to	see	how	
it looks in the kaleidoscope.

App 4. Crazy Animals
A06. Crazy Animals
Fun time! Let’s create some crazy new animals! Press the left and right cursor keys to 
select a part and press the up and down cursor keys to change the part. When you’re 
done, press the enter button to finish your creation and see the crazy animal come to life.

A07 Crazy Creatures
Fun time! Let’s create some crazy sea creatures! Press the left and right cursor keys to 
select a part and press the up and down cursor keys to change the part. When you’re 
done, press the enter button to finish your creation and see the crazy sea creature come 
to life.

A08 Crazy Dinosaurs
Funny time! Let’s create some crazy dinosaurs! Press the left and right cursor keys to 
select a part and press the up and down cursor keys to change the part. When you’re 
done, press the enter button to finish your creation and see the crazy dinosaur come to 
life.

App 5. Show Time
A09 Theatre Night
It’s time for you to create your very own mini play! Press the cursor keys to pick your 
actor, stage and scene and then colour them like in Picture Painter. When you’re finished, 
press the enter button to play and enjoy the show!
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A10 Magic Show
Welcome	to	Puppy’s	Magic	Show!	Use	the	cursor	keys	to	choose	any	3	objects	you	like,	
then see the final result! You can then colour it like in Picture Painter for the Puppy!

App 6. Music Club
A11 Music Explorer
Let’s	explore	music	together!	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	to	choose	a	place	you	
like to go to. Then press the letter buttons, number buttons, enter button or cursor keys 
to play fun sounds over the melody.
Waltz of the Flowers
My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean
Mountain King
It's raining It's Pouring
I've Been Working on the Railroad
Row Row Row Your Boat
The Wheels on the Bus
Bicycle Built for Two
Camptown Races
Old Mcdonald Has A Farm
A12 Animal Concert
Let’s	go	and	see	an	animal	concert!	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	the	enter	button	to	choose	
a song. You can also press a number button directly to choose a song. You can then 
choose an animal and see it singing and dancing!
She'll Be Comin’ Round the Mountain
Clementine
Turkish March
Entertainer
William Tell Overture
Can Can
Spring Song (Mendelssohn)
Pop Goes the Weasel
Badinerie (Bach)
If You're Happy And You Know It
A13 Music DJ
It’s	fun	to	be	a	music	DJ!	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	the	enter	button	to	choose	a	song.	You	
can	also	press	a	number	button	directly	to	choose	a	song.	Use	the	left	and	right	cursor	
keys to adjust the tempo and use the up and down cursor keys to adjust the pitch of the 
melody.
Features the same songs as Animal Concert.

Category 2: Language World
App 7. Letters & Phonics
A14 Hot Air Balloon Journey
Let’s	go	on	a	journey	in	a	hot	air	balloon!	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	to	catch	
the matching capital or small letters!
A15 Letter Bubbles
Do you like blowing and catching bubbles? Look, Puppy is blowing so many colourful 
letter bubbles! Press the letter button that matches one of the letters on the screen to 
learn its sound.
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A16 Sound Surprise
Wow, Puppy is getting a gift! Can you help her guess what it is? Listen to the sound and 
press the letter buttons that match the sound you hear. Wow, you’ve got it!

App 8. Phonics Ship
A17 Sound Ship Beginner
Welcome! Look at the sailing ships passing by! Let’s help Puppy identify each ship that’s 
coming	into	the	village	and	find	the	word	that	begins	with	the	given	sound.	Use	the	cursor	
keys and enter button to play!
A18 Sound Ship Explorer 
Sailing time, explorers! Let’s help Puppy identify each ship that’s coming into the village 
and	find	the	word	that	begins	with	the	given	sound.	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	
to play!
A19 Sound Ship Expert
Hi, experts! Let’s help Puppy identify each ship that’s coming into the village and find 
the	word	that	begins	with	the	given	sound.	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	to	play!
A20 Vowel Voyage
Let’s help Puppy identify each ship that’s coming to the village and find the word that 
ends	with	the	given	vowel	sound.	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	to	answer.	Hurray!
A21 Letter Balls
Listen carefully and find the letter that matches the sound you hear to complete the word. 
You can press the cursor keys and enter button to select a letter or you can press the 
letter button that matches the onscreen letter directly to answer.

App 9. Words
A22 Word Maker Beginner
Listen carefully to the letter sound and the sound of the word to be made. Find the right 
sound	go	make	word!	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	to	make	your	selection.
A23 Word Maker Explorer 
This is for you, explorers! Listen carefully to the letter sound and the sound of the word 
to	be	made.	Find	the	right	sound	go	make	word!	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	to	
make your selection.
A24 Word Maker Expert
This is for you, experts! Listen carefully to the letter sound and the sound of the word to 
be	made.	Find	the	right	sound	go	make	word!	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	to	
make your selection.

App 10. Rhyming
A25 Rhyme Up
Use	the	arrow	buttons	to	select	a	word	and	press	the	enter	button	to	learn	words	that	
rhyme with it!
A26 Rhyming Party Beginner
Do you want to join our rhyming party? Catch a word that rhymes with the given word as 
fast as you can. Press the enter button to catch it when it passes on the screen!
A27 Rhyming Party Explorer
Explorers, let’s have fun at the rhyming party! Catch a word that rhymes with the given 
word as fast as you can. Press the enter button to catch it when it passes on the screen!
A28 Rhyming Party Expert
The rhyming party is so much fun! Catch a word that rhymes with the given word as fast 
as you can. Press the enter button to catch it when it passes on the screen!
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A29 Rhyming Fun
Listen carefully to the word and type the rhyming word that appears on the screen before 
it disappears.

App 11. Syllables
A30. Syllable Beginner
Learn about how words are made up of syllables with Puppy. Press the enter button to 
learn the syllables one by one.
A31. Syllable Explorer
This is for you, explorers! Learn about how words are made up of syllables with Puppy. 
Press the enter button to learn the syllables one by one.
A32. Syllable Expert
This is for you, experts! Learn about how words are made up of syllables with Puppy. 
Press the enter button to learn the syllables one by one.
A33. Syllable Ship Beginner
Let’s see how good you are with syllables! Press the cursor keys and enter button to 
choose the word that matches the number of syllables asked.
A34. Syllable Ship Explorer
This is for you, explorers! Let’s see how good you are with syllables! Press the cursor keys 
and enter button to choose the word that matches the number of syllables asked.
A35. Syllable Ship Expert
This is for you, experts! Let’s see how good you are with syllables! Press the cursor keys 
and enter button to choose the word that matches the number of syllables asked.

App 12. Spelling
A36. Missing Letter Beginner
There	are	so	many	letter	balls	in	the	swimming	pool.	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	
to choose the ball with the right letter to complete the word on the screen.

A37. Missing Letter Explorer 
There	are	more	letter	balls	in	the	swimming	pool.	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	to	
choose the ball with the right letter to complete the word on the screen.

A38. Missing Letter Expert
You’re	an	expert	now!	There	even	more	letter	balls	in	the	swimming	pool.	Use	the	cursor	
keys and enter button to choose the ball with the right letter to complete the word on the 
screen. 

Category 3: Maths Kingdom
App 13. Number Order
A39 Number Order Beginner
Join	Puppy	in	the	swimming	pool!	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	to	choose	a	ball	
with the right number to complete the number order from 1 to 20. Let’s begin!
A40 Number Order Explorer
Good	to	see	you	again,	explorers!	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	to	choose	a	ball	
with the right number to complete the number order with even or odd numbers. Come on!
A41 Number Order Expert
You’re	doing	a	good	job,	experts!	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	to	choose	a	ball	
with the right number to complete the number order from 1 to 99. You can do it!
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App 14. Add & Subtract
A42 Maths Mania Beginner 
We need to help Puppy cross the sea. Can you help her solve the addition problem that 
will	melt	the	ice?	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	to	play!
A43 Maths Mania Explorer
Ooh, ice has blocked Puppy’s way! Can you help her solve the addition or subtraction 
problem	that	will	melt	the	ice?	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	to	play!
A44 Maths Mania Expert
The ice is so big! Can you help her solve the addition or subtraction problem that will melt 
the	ice?	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	to	play!

App 15. Maths Symbols
A45. Maths Symbol Beginner
Swimming is so much fun. Help Puppy to use the cursor keys and enter button to choose 
a symbol to complete the expression on the screen.
A46 Maths Symbol Explorer
Here we are again, Explorers! Help Puppy to use the cursor keys and enter button to 
choose a symbol to complete the expression on the screen.
A47 Maths Symbol Expert
Come on, Experts! Help Puppy to use the cursor keys and enter button to choose a 
symbol to complete the expression on the screen.

Category 4: Science Zone
App 16. Nature Sounds
A48 Mystery Sound Beginner
Nature	has	a	lot	of	different	sounds.	Can	you	guess	what	the	sounds	are?	Use	the	cursor	
keys and enter button to choose the thing that makes the sound you hear.
A49 Mystery Sound Explorer
Nature	has	a	lot	of	different	sounds.	Can	you	guess	what	the	sounds	are?	Use	the	cursor	
keys and enter button to choose the thing that makes the sound you hear. Come on, 
explorers!
A50 Mystery Sound Expert
Nature	has	a	lot	of	different	sounds.	Can	you	guess	what	the	sounds	are?	Use	the	cursor	
keys and enter button to choose the thing that makes the sound you hear. Experts, you 
can do it!

App 17. Animals
A51 Animal Discovery
Animals	have	a	lot	of	special	parts.	Let’s	find	out	what	they	are!	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	
enter button to choose a part and learn it.
A52 Animal Detective Beginner
Animals	have	lots	of	special	parts.	Do	you	know	what	they	are?	Use	the	cursor	keys	to	
choose the name of the animal part that matches the picture you see, then press the enter 
button confirm. You have 3 different parts to choose from.
A53 Animal Detective Explorer
Different animals have many different parts, do you know what they are? Let’s see how 
familiar	you	are	with	these	animals!	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	to	play.	You	
have 4 different parts to choose from.
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A54 Animal Detective Expert
Let’s test your knowledge! Different animals have many different parts, do you know what 
they	are?	Let’s	see	how	familiar	you	are	with	these	animals!	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	
button to play. You have 5 different parts to choose from.
A55 Animal Class
Animals fall into a lot of categories. Do you know how to class them? Listen to the 
question	carefully.	Use	the	cursor	keys	to	choose	an	animal	of	the	class	you	hear	and	
press the enter button to confirm.

App 18. Life Science
A56 Recycle Expert
Let’s help Puppy to protect the environment! Look carefully at the category of the recycling 
bin,	then	choose	the	correct	object	that	goes	in	it.	Use	the	cursor	keys	to	choose	and	
enter button to confirm!
A57 Weather Maker
Do	you	want	to	learn	the	mystery	of	the	weather?	Use	the	left	and	right	cursor	keys	to	
toggle	between	the	wind,	temperature	and	wetness.	Use	the	up	and	down	cursor	keys	to	
change the value and you will see how the weather changes.
A58 Weather Forecast
Weather is changeable. Help the puppy to find the right things that can be used in the 
weather	condition	shown.	Use	the	cursor	keys	to	choose	and	press	enter	to	confirm.

Category 5: Logic Land
App19 Matching
A59 Fishing Fun Beginner
Do	you	like	fishing?	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	to	catch	the	same	type	of	fish	
as the one shown. Catch as many as you can before time runs out!
A60 Fishing Fun Explorer
Fishing	is	so	much	fun!	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	to	catch	the	same	type	of	
fish as the one shown. The fish are moving faster, catch as many as you can before time 
runs out!
A61 Fishing Fun Expert
Hello,	fishing	experts!	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	to	catch	the	same	type	of	
fish as the given one shown. The fish are moving really fast, catch as many as you can 
before time runs out!
A62 Sea Invader
Puppy on Patrol! Catch the sea monsters that are the same colour as the one you see 
at	the	beginning	to	stop	them	from	invading	the	puppy	village!	Use	the	cursor	keys	to	
choose	and	press	enter	to	confirm.	Be	quick!

App20 Patterns
A63 Complete the Pattern
A	sequence	of	objects	will	be	shown,	with	1	or	2	objects	missing.	Help	Puppy	find	the	
object	that	completes	the	pattern!	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	to	play!

App 21. Memory
A64 Super Matching
Puppy and her friend will pass objects to each other. Can you find the object that you 
saw? If you score over 80 points for two rounds, the game will level up! The higher the 
level, the more difficult it is to spot the objects!
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A65 Super Archer
Are	you	good	at	archery?	Shoot	the	target	that	matches	the	picture	you	saw.	Use	the	left	
or	right	cursor	keys	to	play.	There	are	5	questions	per	round.	If	you	score	over	80	points	
for two rounds, the game will level up!
A66 What’s New?
Puppy	will	show	you	a	sequence	of	objects,	can	you	find	what’s	been	added?	Use	the	
cursor keys and enter button to play! If you score over 80 points for two rounds, the game 
will	level	up!	There	will	be	more	and	more	objects	in	the	sequence	each	time	you	level	up.

Category 6: Brain Booster
App 22. Speed Game
A67 Twins Hunt
Let’s train our brains! Look at the picture carefully to see if the next picture is the same as 
the	last	one.	Use	the	left	and	right	cursor	keys	to	play!	If	you	score	over	80	points	for	two	
rounds, the game will level up!
A68 Action Talent
There are four mini games included here.
A.	 Fishing:	When	 you	 see	 the	 fish	 biting	 the	 bait,	 press	 the	 enter	 button	 as	 soon	 as	

possible to catch it. Don’t miss it or the fish will eat the bait and get away.
B.	 Turning	the	tap:	You	need	to	fill	the	bucket	up,	but	you	need	to	turn	the	tap	off	before	

the water overflows. Press the enter button to turn the tap off.
C.	 Pump	 the	 balloon:	 Puppy	 needs	 your	 help	 to	 pump	 up	 balloons.	 Press	 the	 enter	

button at the right time before the balloon bursts.
D.	 Pop	the	balloon:	Target	will	move	quickly	around	the	screen.	Press	the	enter	button	

when the target moves onto the balloon to pop it.
A69 Drum Mania
Let’s play the drums! Listen to the melody and use the left, right and up cursor keys to 
play the drums when the objects touch the red line! Press the help key for a hint any time.

App 23. Sorting
A70 Ball Collector
Let’s	see	how	many	balls	you	can	collect	in	60	seconds!	Use	the	left	and	right	cursor	keys	
to sort the balls by colour as fast as you can. If you score over 80 points for two rounds, 
the game will level up! The balls will fall faster and faster each time you level up.
A71 Odd One Out
Things can be categorised into fruit, vegetables, stationery etc. See if you can find the 
item	on	the	screen	that	is	not	in	the	same	category	as	the	other	two.	Use	the	cursor	keys	
to choose and press the enter to confirm your selection.
A72 What’s different
Look	at	the	two	pictures	carefully	and	find	the	difference	between	them.	Use	the	cursor	
keys to move the arrow on the screen to the different part of the picture on the screen and 
press the enter button to confirm.

App 24. Logic Order
A73 Dancing fun
Dancing is so much fun! Watch Puppy’s moves carefully and remember them, then use 
the cursor keys to follow Puppy’s moves. The games will start at 2 moves, then after you 
answer correctly, one move will be added. When you successfully complete 10 moves, 
you complete the game!
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A74 Super Chef
Puppy	is	hungry.	Follow	the	chef’s	steps	to	make	delicious	food	for	the	puppy.	Use	the	
cursor keys to select the correct steps and press enter to confirm.

Category 7: My Tools
App 25. Social Tools
A75 My Calendar
Learn to make your own schedule. Press the left and right cursor keys to choose a day to 
note in your schedule. Press the letter keys and numbers to input. Press the enter button 
to select save or delete the schedule you input.
A76 My Blog
Practise typing your own blog. Press the left and right cursor keys to choose a blog and 
then type the built-in blog by pressing the letter keys.

App 26. Language Bar
A77 E-Dictionary
Each	word	has	its	definition	here.	Use	the	cursor	keys	and	enter	button	to	choose	a	word,	
then you will hear its definition and see an animation to help you remember.
A78 My Translator
Here you can learn French words. Press the cursor keys to choose an English word and 
press	the	enter	button	to	learn	its	French	equivalent.
A79. Language Club
Test yourself to see how well you’re learning the French words. An English word will be 
shown,	can	you	find	its	French	equivalent?	Press	the	cursor	keys	to	make	selection	and	
Press the enter button to confirm.

APP 27. My Collection
A80 My Creative Collection
Let’s see the creative things you’ve been working on! You can review your creations that 
you	made	in	the	below	creative	activities:
My	 Aquarium,	 Magic	 Mirror,	 Picture	 Painter,	 Crazy	 Animals,	 Crazy	 Creatures,	 Crazy	
Dinosaurs, Theatre Night, Magic Show

CARE & MAINTENANCE
1. Keep the unit clean by wiping it with a slightly damp cloth.
2. Keep the unit out of direct sunlight and away from any direct heat source.
3. Remove the batteries when the unit is not in use for an extended period of time.
4. Do not drop the unit on a hard surface and do not expose the unit to moisture or water.

WARNING:
•	 A	very	small	percentage	of	 the	public,	due	to	an	existing	condition,	may	experience	

epileptic seizures or momentary loss of consciousness when viewing certain types of 
flashing colours or patterns.

•	While	 the	 Switch	 &	 Slide	 Tablet	 does	 not	 contribute	 to	 any	 additional	 risks,	we	 do	
recommend that parents supervise their children while they play games. If your child 
experiences dizziness, altered vision, disorientation, or convulsions, discontinue use 
immediately and consult your doctor.

•	 Please	note	that	focusing	on	a	screen	at	close	range	and	handling	a	keyboard	for	a	
prolonged period of time may cause fatigue or discomfort. We recommend that children 
take a 15 minute break for every hour of play.
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TROUBLESHOOTING
If	for	some	reason	the	program/activity	stops	working,	then	please	follow	these	steps:
1. Turn the unit OFF.
2. Interrupt the power supply by removing the batteries and unplug the adaptor (sold 

separately).
3. Let the unit stand for a few minutes, then replace the batteries or plug in the adaptor 

(sold separately).
4. Turn the unit back ON. The unit will now be ready to play again.
5. If the unit still does not work, replace with an entire set of new batteries.

If the problem persists, please call our Consumer Services Department on 01235 546810 
(from	UK)	or	+44	1235	546810	(outside	UK)	and	a	service	representative	will	be	happy	to	
help you. 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
If you have a problem that cannot be solved by using this manual, we encourage you to 
visit us online or contact our Consumer Services Department with any problems and/or 
suggestions that you might have. A support representative will be happy to assist you.
Before	requesting	support,	please	be	ready	to	provide	or	include	the	information	below:
•	 The	name	of	your	product	or	model	number	(the	model	number	is	typically	located	on	

the back or bottom of your product).
•	 The	actual	problem	you	are	experiencing.
•	 The	actions	you	took	right	before	the	problem	started.
Internet: www.vtechuk.com
Phone:	01235	546810	(from	UK),	or	+44	1235	546810	(outside	UK)

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Creating and developing VTech® products is accompanied by a responsibility 
that we take very seriously. We make every effort to ensure the accuracy of the 
information which forms the value of our products. However, errors sometimes 
can occur. It is important for you to know that we stand behind our products and 
encourage you to call our Consumer Services Department at 01235 546810 (from 
UK)	and	+44	1235	546810	(outside	UK)	with	any	problems	and/or	suggestions	that	
you might have. A service representative will be happy to help you.
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